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Abstract
We study graphs which admit an acyclic orientation that contains an out-
branching and in-branching which are arc-disjoint (such an orientation is called
good). A 2T-graph is a graph whose edge set can be decomposed into two edge-
disjoint spanning trees. Clearly a graph has a good orientation if and only if it
contains a spanning 2T-graph with a good orientation, implying that 2T-graphs
play a central role. It is a well-known result due to Tutte and Nash-Williams,
respectively, that every 4-edge-connected graph contains a spanning 2T-graph.
Vertex-minimal 2T-graphs with at least two vertices, also known as generic
circuits, play an important role in rigidity theory for graphs. It was shown in
[2] that every generic circuit has a good orientation. Using this, several results
on good orientations of 2T-graphs were obtained in [2]. It is an open problem
whether there exist a polynomial algorithm for deciding whether a given 2T-
graph has a good orientation. In [2] complex constructions of 2T-graphs with no
good orientation were given, indicating that the problem might be very difficult.
In this paper we focus on so-called quartics which are 2T-graphs where every
vertex has degree 3 or 4. We identify a sufficient condition for a quartic to have a
good orientation, give a polynomial algorithm to recognize quartics satisfying the
condition and a polynomial algorithm to produce such an orientation when this
condition is met. As a consequence of these results we prove that every 4-regular
and 4-connected graph has a good orientation. We also show that every graph
on n ≥ 8 vertices and of minimum degree at least bn/2c has a good orientation.
Finally we pose a number of open problems.
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1 Introduction
A graph G = (V,E) on at least two vertices is a 2T-graph if it has two spanning trees
S, T such that E(S) ∩ E(T ) = ∅ and E(S) ∪ E(T ) = E, and it is called a generic
circuit if, moreover, it does not contain a 2T -graph as a proper subgraph. Observe
that any 2T-subgraph of a 2T-graph is an induced subgraph. In particular, the generic
circuits of a 2T-graph are induced subgraphs. A 2-cycle (formed by a pair of parallel
edges) is a generic circuit, which implies that a generic circuit on more than two vertices
is simple. Since deleting a vertex of degree 2 from a 2T-graph produces a 2T-graph,
these larger generic circuits will have minimum degree 3.
It is well-known that one can decide the existence of a spanning 2T-graph in a
graph G in polynomial time (see e.g. [10]).
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. For a given partition F of the vertices of G we denote
by EG(F) the set of edges whose end vertices lie in different sets of F. The following
theorem, due to Nash-Williams and Tutte, characterizes graphs with k edge-disjoint
spanning trees.
Theorem 1. [9, 11] A graph G = (V,E) has k edge-disjoint spanning trees if and only
if, for every partition F of V , |EG(F)| ≥ k(|F| − 1).
Let D = (V,A) be a digraph and r be a vertex of D. An out-branching (re-
spectively, in-branching) in D is a spanning subdigraph, denoted B+r (respectively,
B−r ), of D in which each vertex v 6= r has precisely one entering (respectively, leav-
ing) arc and r has no entering (respectively, leaving) arc. The vertex r is called the
root of B+r (respectively, B
−
r ). Edmonds characterized digraphs with k-arc-disjoint
out-branchings.
Theorem 2. [6] Let D = (V,A) be a digraph and k a natural number. Then D has k
arc-disjoint out-branchings rooted at r if and only if
d−(X) ≥ k ∀X ⊆ V − r,X 6= ∅, (1)
where d−(X) denotes the number of arcs entering X in D.
Lova´sz [8] gave an algorithmic proof of Theorem 2 which leads to a polynomial algo-
rithms that either constructs the desired branchings or finds a subset violating (1).
Thomassen proved that the problem of deciding whether a digraph contains an
out-branching and and in-branching which are arc-disjoint is NP-complete (see [1]). It
was proved in [4] that this problem is polynomial time solvable for acyclic digraphs.
Furthermore, acyclic digraphs which contain a pair of arc-disjoint branchings B+s , B
−
t
admit a nice characterization [4].
Theorem 3. [4] There exists a polynomial algorithm A which given an acyclic digraph
D and two vertices s, t of D; decides whether D has arc-disjoint branchings B+s , B
−
t
and outputs such a pair when they exist and otherwise outputs a certificate showing
that there is no such pair in D.
We shall not need the certificate mentioned above but only the following facts.
Suppose that D = (V,A) is an acyclic digraph with an acyclic ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn
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of its vertices and that B+s , B
−
t are arc-disjoint branchings rooted at s, t respectively
in D. Then s must be v1 and this is the unique vertex of in-degree zero and t must be
vn which is the unique vertex of out-degree zero in D. Furthermore, for every vertex
vi with i > 1, the unique arc vjvi of B
+
s entering vi satisfies that j < i. Similarly for
every vertex vi with i < n the unique arc vivq leaving vi in B
−
t satisfies that q > i.
Every graph has an acyclic orientation. A natural way of obtaining an acyclic
orientation of a graph G is to orient the edges according to total order ≤ of V (G), that
is, each edge uv of G is oriented from u to v if and only if u < v. In fact, every acyclic
orientation of G can be obtained in this way. Given a vertex ordering ≤ of G, we use
D≤ to denote the acyclic orientation of G resulting from ≤, and call ≤ good if D≤
contains an out-branching and an in-branching which are arc-disjoint.
Conversely we say that an acyclic orientation D of a graph G is good if D contains
an out-branching B+s and an in-branching B
−
t that are arc-disjoint. By Theorem 3 we
can check whether a given total order/ acyclic digraph is good in polynomial time and
produce the desired branchings if the answer is yes.
2 Notation and Preliminaries
Notation not introduced here will be consistent with [3]. All graphs G considered here
are supposed to be finite and loopless but may contain multiple edges. A graph is
simple if it has no pair of parallel edges. An acyclic ordering of an acyclic digraph
D = (V,A) is an ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of its vertices such that vivj ∈ A implies that
i < j.
An (s, t)-triple of G is a triple (≤, I, O) consisting of a total order ≤ of V (G) and
two edge disjoint spanning trees I, O of G such that every vertex except t has a larger
neighbor in I and every vertex except s has a smaller neighbor in O. That is, if we
orient the edges from its smaller endpoint to the other, then every vertex but t has an
out-neighbor in I and every vertex but s has an in-neighbor in O, so that I becomes
an in-branching rooted at t and O becomes an out-branching rooted at s.
Recall that a generic circuit is a 2T-graph that has no proper subgraph which is
also a 2T-graph. Generic circuits, also sometimes called M -circuits, play an important
role in rigidity theory for graphs. See e.g. [5, 7]
Lemma 4. [2] Let G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) be distinct generic circuits of a
2T-graph G. Then E1 ∩ E2 = ∅ and |V1 ∩ V2| ≤ 1
The following result shows that not only do all generic circuits have an (s, t)-triple
but we can choose the vertices s, t of an (s, t)-triple freely (as long as they are distinct).
Theorem 5. [2] Let G be a generic circuit. For any pair of vertices s 6= t and every
edge e incident with s or t there exists an (s, t)-triple (≤, I, O) with e ∈ E(I) and an
(s, t)-triple (≤, I, O) with e ∈ E(O). Furthermore, there exists a polynomial algorithm
B which given a generic circuit G, vertices s 6= t and an edge e incident to s or t,
produces the desired (s, t)-triple.
Theorem 6. [2] There exists a polynomial algorithm A which given a 2T-graph G =
(V,E) as input finds the collection G1, G2, . . . , Gr, r ≥ 1 of generic circuits of G.
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Corollary 7. [2] There exists a polynomial algorithm for deciding whether a 2T-graph
G is a generic circuit.
Theorem 8. [2] There exists a polynomial algorithm for deciding whether the vertex
set of a 2T-graph G = (V,E) decomposes into vertex disjoint generic circuits. Further-
more, if there is such a decomposition, then it is unique.
Theorem 9. [2] Let G = (V,E) be a 2T-graph whose vertex set decomposes into vertex
disjoint generic circuits G1, G2, . . . , Gr, r ≥ 1 and let E ′ be the set of those edges of G
which connect different Gi’s. If E
′ is a matching, then G has a good orientation.
Theorem 10. [9] The edge set of a graph G is the union of two forests if and only if
|E(G[X])| ≤ 2|X| − 2 (2)
for every non-empty subset X of V .
3 Quartics
Throughout, a quartic is a simple 2T-graph in which all vertices have degree 3 or 4. It
is immediate that a quartic has exactly four vertices of degree 3, called its transits. A
quartic is excellent if it admits an (s, t)-triple for every choice of distinct transits s, t.
Every generic circuit of a quartic is itself a quartic, induced, and excellent by Theorem
5.
Figure 1: Three quartics, each coming with some (s, t)-triple. The source transits s
and the O’s are displayed black, the sink transits t and the I’s are red. From the
indicated acyclic orientation we can derive an ordering ≤ of the vertices as required
(just take any acyclic ordering of the acyclic digraph). All three quartics are generic
circuits (which ensures the existence of (s, t)-triples for every pair of distinct vertices
s, t).
The following is a direct consequence of the definition of a quartic and the fact that
these are 2T-graphs.
Proposition 11. Let Q be a proper subquartic of a quartic G = (V,E) and let d(Q)
be the number of edges between V (Q) and V −Q. Then d(Q) ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Furthermore,
the number of transits of G that are vertices of Q is precisely 4− d(Q).
It follows from Lemma 4 that any pair of distinct generic circuits of a quartic must
be vertex disjoint. Thus the following is a direct consequence of Theorem 6
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Lemma 12. Let G = (V,E) be a quartic. Then there is a unique decomposition
V = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vr ∪ Vr+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vp such that r ≥ 1, G[Vi] is a generic circuit with
at least 4 vertices for all i ∈ [r] and each Vj is a single vertex for j = r + 1, . . . , p.
Furthermore, the decomposition above can be found in polynomial time.
Suppose that Q and R are disjoint quartics and let a 6= b and c 6= d be two transits
of Q and R, respectively. Then the graph G obtained from Q ∪ R by adding an edge
connecting a, c and an edge connecting b, d is called a sum of Q and R. Let X be
the set of transits of Q or R distinct from a, b, c, d. It is immediate that G is a simple
2T-graph where the four vertices from X have degree 3 and all others have degree 4,
in other words: a quartic.
Lemma 13. Any sum of two excellent quartics is excellent.
Proof. Let Q,R, a, b, c, d,G,X be just as above and take s 6= t from X. By
symmetry we may assume that s ∈ V (Q).
If t ∈ V (R) then we take an (s, b)-triple (≤, I, O) for Q and a (c, t)-triple (≤′, I ′, O′)
for R, and place the vertices of V (R) right after b in ≤ (respecting ≤′). Together with
I + I ′ + bd and O +O′ + ac, we get an (s, t)-triple for G. See Figure 2.
Figure 2: The case that s, t in the proof of Lemma 13 belong to different summands;
s is displayed in black, t in red. One arbitrarily promises the two connecting edges
to O (to be drawn black) and I (in red), respectively, and think of them as oriented
from the source summand to the sink summand. This determines a local sink t′ in
the summand containing s (encircled red), and a local source s′ in the other part, as
in the left side of the picture. We then find an (s, t′)-triple and a (s′, t)-triple for the
summands accordingly and combine as to get what is displayed right.
Next look at the case that t ∈ V (Q), too. Since Q is excellent, there exists an
(s, t)-triple (≤, I, O) for Q. Without loss of generality, a < b (otherwise we change
the roles of a, b and of c, d). Now R has a (c, d)-triple (≤′, I ′, O′), and by inserting
the vertices of V (R) into ≤ in between a and b (respecting ≤′) we get, together with
I + I ′ + bd and O +O′ + ac, an (s, t)-triple for G. See Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The case that s, t in the proof of Lemma 13 belong to the same summand;
s is displayed in black, t in red. One first calculates an (s, t)-triple for that summand
(incidentally, it is the one we get from the previous figure) and compares its two
vertices incident with the connecting edges. The edge from the smaller one to the
other summand is supposed to be in O (drawn black), the larger one in I (red), and
the end vertices of the connecting edges in the other summand determine a local source
s′ and a local sink t′ there (encircled black and red, respectively, all in the left part of
the picture). Based on that, one calculates an (s′, t′)-triple for the second summand
and combines as to get what is displayed right.
Suppose our graphs are modelled as triples G = (V,E, γ), where V,E are just sets
and γ ⊆ V ×E is the incidence relation, that is, for every e ∈ E there exist exactly two
vertices x, y ∈ V such that xγe and yγe. For a partition P of V (G), let EG(P) denote
the set of edges of G with endpoints in two distinct members of P. The quotient
graph G/P is then defined to be (P, EG(P), γ
′), where Qγ′e holds for Q ∈ P if and
only if e has an endpoint in Q. The reason why we go down to this level of detail is
that we want to ensure that the edges of G/P are actually edges of G (not just by
means of correspondence).
Definition 14. Let G be a quartic. A partition P of V (G) is excellent if every set
in P that contains more than one vertex induces an excellent quartic.
Lemma 15. Let G be a quartic and let P be an excellent partition of V (G). If G/P
is an excellent quartic then so is G.
Proof. Suppose that Q is an excellent subquartic of G induced by some member
of P. By definition of a quartic, every edge incident with the vertex V (Q) in G/P
connects a transit from Q, so Proposition 11 implies that V (Q) contains a unique
transit of G if V (Q) is a transit of G/P and no transit of G otherwise. It follows that
for distinct transits s, t of G there exist distinct sets S, T in P with s ∈ S and t ∈ T .
Since G/P is excellent, it admits an (S, T )-triple (≤, I, O). For every vertex X ∈ G/P
distinct from S there exists a unique edge e from O connecting it to a smaller vertex,
and we denote its end vertex (as an edge in G) in X by sX . Likewise, for every vertex
X ∈ G/P distinct from T there exists a unique edge f from I connecting it to a larger
vertex, and we denote its end vertex (as an edge in G) in X by tX . Additionally, we
set sS := s and tT := t. Since G[X] has minimum degree 3 and for each |X| > 1, sX
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and tX are distinct transits of G[X], so, by definition of an excellent quartic, G[X] has
an (sX , tX)-triple (≤X , IX , OX). When |X| = 1, we let ≤X be the unique linear order
on X and IX , OX be the edgeless graph on X. By replacing X in ≤ with its members
(respecting ≤X) we get a linear order of V (G), and together with
⋃
IX + E(I) and⋃
OX + E(O) (unions taken over X ∈ P) we get an (s, t)-triple for G. 
Figure 4: The picture illustrates the proof of Lemma 15 and shows an excellent partition
of some quartic into six pieces in the upper part; the source transit is displayed black,
the sink transit is red. In this example the quotient quartic is a generic circuit and,
thus, by Theorem 5 it is excellent; for the two classes containing the source and sink,
respectively, one first calculates a triple of the quotient graph (we did it here according
to the rightmost part of Figure 3). This determines local sources and sinks in the
partition classes (encircled black and red for the nontrivial classes). We then calculate
triples for these accordingly and combine as to obtain what is displayed in the lower
part.
We call a quartic normal if the edge neighborhood of every proper subquartic is a
matching of size 3 or 4. By Theorem 10 every 2T-subgraph of a 2T-graph is an induced
subgraph. Hence if Q is a subquartic of G then every subquartic Q′ of Q is again a
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subquartic of G.
Theorem 16. Every normal quartic is excellent.
Proof. Let G be a normal quartic. The partition of V (G) into singletons is an
excellent partition, so there exists a coarsest excellent partition, say, P. It suffices to
prove that P = {V (G)}, so suppose that this does not hold.
It is easy to check that G/P is a 2T-graph, and since G is normal, all vertices have
degree 3 or 4. If G/P contains a pair e, f of parallel edges then, as G is normal, e, f
form a matching in G connecting subquartics of G induced by distinct members X, Y
of P. Note that the sum G[X ∪ Y ] of G[X] and G[Y ] is a subquartic of G, so by
Lemma 13 it is excellent. In this case we set P+ := (P \ {X, Y }) ∪ {X ∪ Y } and note
that P+ is excellent and coarser than P .
Otherwise, G/P is a quartic. By Lemma 12, G/P has at least one generic circuit.
Thus we can take a generic circuit of G/P, with vertex set C ⊆ P, and deduce from
Theorem 5 that it is an excellent subquartic of G/P. In this case we set P+ :=
(P \ C) ∪ {⋃C} and note that G[⋃C] is a subquartic of G. By Lemma 15 we know
that it is excellent.
In either case, P+ is an excellent partition coarser than P, contradiction. 
Figure 5: How to get coarser and coarser excellent partitions as in the proof of Theorem
16. By Lemma 12 we can immediately obtain a partition which is coarser than the
partition into singletons by partitioning into singletons and generic circuits (the latter
are known to be disjoint and there is at least one); in the example, this is the partition
given by the eight dotted circles, and we recognize that the classes formed by the two
leftmost K4’s are connected by two parallel edges in the quotient graph, so that we can
coarsen by identifying these two classes. In the new quotient graph, the new class is
connected by two parallel edges to the class to its right formed by a 4-wheel, so that
we can coarsen again. We get the partition of Figure 4, and so Lemma 15 proves that
{V (G)} is an excellent partition.
We will now show that normal quartics can be recognized in polynomial time. To
do so we need some results on intersections of quartics.
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Lemma 17. Every normal quartic is 3-edge-connected.
Proof: Suppose that G = (V,E) is a quartic that is not 3-edge-connected and let
X, V −X be a partition such that d(X) = 2 and every nonempty proper subset of X
has at least 3 neighbours. Then |X| > 1 as G is a quartic and G[X] is a 2T-graph and
it is also a quartic by the minimality of X. Now X shows that G is not normal.
To simplify notation, when we speak of a quartic Q below we will sometimes think
of Q as an induced subgraph and sometimes as a set of vertices. We call two quartics
Q,Q′ skew if their intersection Q ∩Q′ is a non-empty proper subset of both.
Lemma 18. Let L and R be skew subquartics of a normal quartic G. Then the following
holds.
(a) L ∪R is a quartic.
(b) G has exactly 2 edges aa′, bb′ with a, b ∈ L ∩ R, a′, b′ ∈ L − R and exactly two
edges cc′, dd′ with c, d ∈ L ∩R and c′, d′ ∈ R− L.
(c) There is no edge in G from L−R to R− L.
(d) L−R,R− L,L ∩R are all 2T-graphs.
Proof: As R,L are 2T-graphs there are at least two edges from L ∩ R to each of
L−R and R−L. Denote the endvertices of those in L∩R by a, b and c, d, respectively.
As R and L are quartics and hence have minimum degree 3, we have a 6= b and c 6= d.
Note that a, b are transits of R and c, d are transits of L . We also have d(x) = 4 for
x ∈ {a, b, c, d}, implying that R ∪ L has at most 4 vertices of degree 3. It also follows
from Theorem 10 that R ∪ L has at least 4 vertices of degree 3, so it has exactly 4
vertices of degree 3 and hence it is a quartic, showing that (a) holds. To see that (b)
holds, suppose that there is another edge ef from L∩R to L−R, then e is a transit of
L but not of L ∪R, contradicting that L ∪R has 4 transits. This proves the first part
of (b) and the second follows analogously. Now we see that (c) holds since if there was
an edge lr from L − R to R − L, then l (r) is a transit of L (R) but has degree 4 in
G so L ∪R would have at most 2 transits, contradicting Theorem 10. Finally (a), (b)
and (c) imply that (d) holds.
Since generic circuits contain no proper 2T-graphs we get the following consequence
of Lemma 18.
Corollary 19. If Q,Q′ are subquartics of a normal quartic G and Q is a generic
circuit, then Q and Q′ are not skew.
Let us call a proper subquartic of a quartic bad if its edge neighborhood is not a
matching of size 3 or 4. Obviously every non-normal quartic contains a minimal bad
subquartic.
Lemma 20. Let Q be a minimal bad subquartic of a quartic G such that a, b ∈ Q have
a common neighbour c in V − Q. If Q is skew with another subquartic S, then c 6∈ S
and S contains exactly one of the vertices a, b.
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Proof: Suppose that S is a subquartic which is skew with Q. Suppose first that
a, b ∈ Q− S. By Lemma 18(c) c 6∈ S and by (d) Q− S is a 2T-graph. If Q− S is also
a quartic, then it is bad (the vertex c certifies this), contradicting the minimality of
Q. Hence Q− S contains a vertex of degree 2. Now remove vertices of degree 2 from
Q− S as long as possible and note that, as every 2T-graph contains a generic circuit,
this will end in a non-empty 2T-graph Q′. Let x be the last vertex that we removed
to obtain Q′ and observe that x certifices that Q′ is bad, contradicting the minimality
of Q. If a, b are both in S we reach a similar contradiction by finding a smaller bad
quartic inside Q ∩ S. Finally, by Lemma 18 (c), we cannot have S ∩ {a, b, c} = {a, c}
or S ∩ {a, b, c} = {b, c}.
Now we are ready to prove that normal quartics can be recognized in polynomial
time.
Theorem 21. There exists a polynomial algorithm for deciding whether a given quartic
is normal. Furthermore, if the input is not normal, then the algorithm will produce a
certificate for this.
Proof: Let us first see that if the input G is a normal quartic, then we can make a
polynomial coarsification algorithm AC by following the steps of the proof of Theorem
16 as follows. Start by applying algorithm A′ from Lemma 12 to obtain the partition
P0 = {Q1, . . . , Qr, {vr+1}, . . . , {vp}} of G into generic circuits and singletons and form
the quotient G/P0. Denote by G/Pi the quotient after the ith coarsification step. If
G/Pi has a pair of parallel edges, then they must go between distinct members X, Y of
Pi none of which are singletons (as G is normal) and we obtain Pi+1 by replacing X, Y
by X∪Y to obtain a coarser partition. Otherwise we apply the algorithm of Lemma 12
to the quartic G/Pi to find a generic circuit Z of this graph and then obtain Pi+1 by
taking the union of those subsets Pi which correspond to Z in G/Pi. This continues
until the new partition has only one set.
Now let G be a given quartic. If G is only 2-edge-connected (has a 2-edge cut), then
it is bad by Lemma 17 and we can easily detect this in polynomial time so we may as-
sume that the input G is 3-edge-connected quartic. Suppose that G is not normal and
let Q be a minimal bad subquartic. We claim that some bad quartic will appear as one
of the subsets of one of the Pi’s so that, by checking whether the edge neighbourhood
of each part of the current partition is a matching of size 3 or 4, Ac can detect Q or
another bad quartic and use this as a certificate that G is not normal.
As Q is a bad quartic it must contain two distinct vertices a, b with a common
neighbour c in V −Q (certifying that it is bad). Consider first the initial partition P0.
By Corollary 19 we cannot have that a, b, c all belong to one of the generic circuits
Q1, . . . , Qr. If some Qi contains a, b but not c, then Qi certifies that G is bad (possibly
Qi = Q). Now it follows from Corollary 19 that if one of Q1, . . . , Qr intersects {a, b, c}
then it contains precisely one of a, b, c. We prove our claim by tracking what happens
to the subsets A,B,C of the current partition Pi which contain a, b, c, respectively,
as the coarsification progresses. By the previous remarks, after the first partition P0
is created, the sets A,B,C are still disjoint. Let i > 0 be the step in which at least
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two of the sets A,B,C are merged when we move from Pi−1 to Pi. It follows from
Lemma 20 and the fact that all non-trivial sets in each Pi are quartics that, in fact,
all of A,B,C are merged when we move from Pi−1 to Pi. First observe that at this
point C = {c} since if {c} would be part of a generic circuit Z of G/Pj for some j < i,
then the union of the sets of Pj corresponding to Z would have been detected earlier
as a bad quartic.
Let W be the generic circuit of G/Pi−1 that the algorithm uses to replace Pi−1 by
Pi, let M be the subpartition of Pi−1 whose sets correspond to the generic circuit W
of G/Pi−1 and let QW be the quartic whose vertex set is the union of all the sets in
M. By Lemma 18, we have Q ⊆ QW . Suppose first that A,B are both subsets of Q
and recall that, as C = {c}, we have C ∩Q = ∅. It follows from Corollary 19 and the
fact that c 6∈ Q that Q corresponds to a proper subpartition N of M. But now, the
fact that Q is a 2T-graph implies that G/N is a 2T-subgraph of G/M, contradicting
that this is a generic circuit of G/Pi−1.
Thus we may assume that one of A,B, say w.l.o.g. A, is skew with Q. By Lemma
18, two of the edges incident to Q in G enter A−Q and Q also has the two edges ac, bc
to C = {c}, hence no other member of M is skew to Q, in particular B ⊂ Q. Let u 6= v
be the two vertices of Q ∩ A that send an edge to A − Q and similarly let x 6= y be
the two vertices of Q∩A that send an edge to Q−A. So we have identified 5 distinct
edges between A ∩Q and V − (A ∩Q). By Lemma 18 A ∩Q is a 2T-graph, so we get
4|A ∩Q| − 4 =
∑
v∈A∩Q
dA∩Q(v) ≤ 4|A ∩Q| − 5,
a contradiction.
The argument above proves that if there is a bad subquartic in G, then some bad
subquartic will be detected by AC .
Theorem 22. There exists a polynomial algorithm A which given a normal quartic G
and distinct transits s, t of G returns an (s, t)-triple of G.
Proof: We give a high level description which should suffice to show that the algo-
rithm can indeed be implemented as a polynomial algorithm. Whenever we talk about
edges, these will correspond to actual edges of G via the relation γ that we defined
earlier. In order to simplify the description of A, we will describe it so that, instead
of producing an (s, t)-triple of G, A will produce an acyclic orientation D of G with
arc-disjoint branchings B+s , B
−
t . As mentioned in the introduction, this will correspond
to an (s, t)-triple (≤, I, O), where ≤ is any acyclic ordering of D, I is the set of edges
that were oriented as arcs in B−t and O is the set of edges that were oriented as arcs
in B+t .
Let G = (V,E) be the input quartic and s, t the specified roots. The algorithm A
uses the algorithm A′ of Lemma 12, starting from the quotient G/P formed by the sets
of the first decomposition P into generic circuits and singletons found by A′, to execute
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the coarsification steps outlined in the proof of Theorem 16 until it reaches the last step
where the current partition P satifies that G/P is a generic circuit. Note that, as G is
normal, the last step in the coarsification process will result from G/P being a generic
circuit. This process can be recorded in a tree T as depicted in Figure 6. The algorithm
A uses the tree T to guide the order in which it produces the orientation as follows.
At any time during its execution A will maintain a collection of vertex disjoint trees
T1, . . . , Tk with specifications of local roots (s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk), respectively, that are
currently unprocessed (we call them active), starting with k = 1 and T1 = T, s1 = s
and t1 = t and A will terminate when all trees are processed. A initializes the sets O
and I to be empty sets and A to be the empty set (A will contain the edges that are
oriented so far). The algorithm uses a stack on the roots of the active trees to control
which tree is processed next. So initially the stack contains only one element, namely
the root of T .
K4
+
+
K4 K4 W4 K4
C
Figure 6: A tree T which records a possible result of the coarsification process for the
quartic G in Figure 5. The generic circuit C is the rightmost graph in Figure 1 and
W4 is the 4-wheel in the middle of Figure 5. There are two kinds of operators, namely
the one indicated by a ’+’ and the ones which are named by a generic circuit. In
the first case, the children of the ’+’ node are the two subtrees corresponding to the
subquartics X, Y which are replaced by their sum. In the second case the children of
a vertex labelled by a generic circuit H are those subtrees which correspond to those
singletons and subquartics which are replaced by one set in the new partition P+ after
replacing all of these by the union of their vertex sets.
While processing the current tree T ′ (indicated by the root at the top of the stack)
and its local roots s′, t′, A distinguishes two cases.
• The root R′ of T ′ is labelled by a generic circuit X. Let Ti1 , . . . , Tip , p ≥ 4 be
the subtrees whose roots are the children of R in T ′. Let Tih , Tiq be the trees
that contain s′ and t′ respectively as leaves. Note that we cannot have ih = iq,
that is, s′ and t′ belong to the same subtree Tih , because then the subquartic
H induced by the leaves of Tih would be bad by Proposition 11. So ih 6= iq.
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Now A picks an arbitrary edge from the edge neighbourhood of the quartic or
singleton vertex with corresponds to Tih and uses the algorithm B of Theorem 5
to find an (s′, t′)-triple (≤ ′, I ′, O′) of X. It then orients the edges of I ′ (O′) as
an in-tree (out-tree) rooted at t′ (s′) and adds these arcs to I (O). As illustrated
in Figure 4, this will define local roots in each of the non-trivial subquartics that
we indentified to get X (these correspond to those trees among Ti1 , . . . , Tip that
are not just a leaf of T ′). We pass on this information by recording together with
a non-trivial tree Tij its two local roots sij , tij . Now we mark T
′ as processed and
add each non-trivial tree Tij and its local roots sij , tij to the active list and add
the roots of Ti1 , . . . , Tip to the stack (in any order).
• The root R′′ of T ′′ is a ’+’ node. Let Tj1 , Tj2 be the two children of R′′ in T ′′ and
let s′′, t′′ be the local roots of T ′′. Let Vi be the sets of leaves of Tji for i = 1, 2
and let ac, bd denote the two edges in G that go from V1 to V2 (as in the proof
of Lemma 13). Suppose first that s′′ ∈ Vi and t′′ ∈ V3−i, w.l.o.g. i = 1. Now A
orients the edges ac, bd as the arcs ac and bd and adds ac to O and bd to I. Then
it assigns the local roots s′′, b to Tj1 and local roots c, t
′′ to Tj2 , adds these trees
to the active list and the stack (in any order) and marks T ′′ as processed.
Suppose next w.l.o.g. that s′′, t′′ are both in V1. This corresponds to the second
case in the proof of Lemma 13. Here A must process Tj1 completely before it can
process Tj2 , so it adds Tj1 to the active list and starts processing Tj1 . When this
terminates, G[Vj1 ] is oriented as an acyclic digraph Dj1 and A now computes an
acyclic ordering of this digraph to check whether a is before b in this ordering. If
it is, then A orients the edges ac, bd as the arcs ac, db, adds ac to O, adds db to I
and assigns local roots sj2 = c, tj2 = d to Tj2 Otherwise a is after d in the acyclic
ordering and in this case A orients the edges ac, bd as the arcs ca, bd, adds ca to
I, adds bd to O and assigns local roots sj2 = d, tj2 = c to Tj2 . Now A adds Tj2 to
the active list and the stack and marks T ′′ as processed.
This completes the description of A and it can easily be checked that it will run in
polynomial time. The correctness of A follows from the proof of Theorem 16.
Using Lemma 13 for induction, one can immediately generalize Theorem 16 to the
following result which generalizes Theorem 9 in the case when the 2T-graph G is a
quartic.
Corollary 23. Let G be a quartic such that the edge neighborhood of every proper
subquartic is a matching. Then G is excellent.
Proof: If G is a generic circuit, then the claim follows from Theorem 5 so we
may assume that G is not a generic circuit and that the claim holds for all quartics
with fewer vertices than G. Suppose that G contains a proper subquartic Q whose
edge neighbourhood is a matching of size 2. Then Q′ = G[V − V (Q)] is also a quartic
and by induction Q and Q′ are excellent. Now it follows from Lemma 13 that also
G is excellent. Thus we may assume that the edge neighbourhoood of every proper
subquartic is a matching of size 3 or 4 (it cannot be larger as G has maximum degree
4) and the claim follows from Theorem 16.
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4 Every 4-regular 4-connected graphs is good
The following result, which implies that 4-connected line graphs of cubic graphs have
a spanning generic circuit, was proved in [2]
Theorem 24. [2] Let G be a 4-regular 4-connected graph in which every edge is on a
triangle. Then G− {e, f} is a spanning generic circuit for any two disjoint edges e, f .
In particular, G admits a good ordering.
Using the results on quartics above, we can generalize this as follows.
Theorem 25. Let s 6= t be vertices of a 4-regular, 4-connected graph G. Then there
exists an (s, t)-triple for G.
Proof. Observe that G must be simple since it is 4-regular and 4-connected. There
exists a pair of disjoint edges e, f such that e is incident with s and f is incident with
t. By Theorem 1 and the fact that G is 4-connected, G′ := G − {e, f} is a quartic,
and V (e) ∪ V (f) is the set of its transits. Let H be a proper subquartic of G′ and
let X = V (G′) \ V (H). As H is a quartic, the edge neighborhood N ′ of X in G′
consists of at most 4 edges, and their endpoints in V (H) are pairwise distinct transits
of H and clearly not transits of G′. It follows that V (H) contains exactly 4 − |N ′|
transits of G′, so that the edge neighborhood N of V (H) in G consists of at most
|N ′|+ 4−|N ′| = 4 edges. Since G is 4-connected, |N | = 4. As X contains |N ′| transits
of G′, |X| ≥ 2 holds, and from regularity and simplicity of G we infer that |X| ≥ 4
holds. By 4-connectivity, V (H) must have at least four neighbors in G, so that N and
hence N ′ ⊆ N are matchings. Therefore, Corollary 23 applies. 
5 Dense graphs are (super) good
Let us say that a graph G has property (*), if for all s 6= t from V (G) there exists a
spanning 2T-graph admitting an (s, t)-triple. The following is straightforward to check.
Proposition 26. If G has property (*) then so has any graph obtained from G by
adding a new vertex x and edges from x to at least two vertices from V (G).
Moreover, if G,H are disjoint graphs having property (*) and a, b, c, d are pairwise
distinct vertices with a, b ∈ V (G) and c, d ∈ V (H) then the graph obtained from the
union of G,H by adding two edges connecting a, c and b, d, respectively, will have
property (*); the proof is almost literally the proof of Lemma 13.
We now look at dense graphs. Let n ≥ 2. The union of disjoint copies of Kbn/2c and
Kdn/2e is a disconnected graph on n vertices with minimum degree bn/2c − 1, showing
that a minimum degree of at least bn/2c is necessary as to guarantee that a graph is
connected; this bound is also sufficient.
In fact a simple graph G on n vertices with δ(G) ≥ bn/2c will be already bn/2c-
edge connected: To see this, take any X ⊆ V (G) with 1 ≤ |X| ≤ bn/2c and observe
that there are at least |X| · (bn/2c − |X| + 1) edges connecting some vertex from X
to some vertex from V (G) \X; this bound takes its minimum, bn/2c, for |X| = 1 and
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|X| = bn/2c. For n ≥ 8, every graph G on n vertices with δ(G) ≥ bn/2c is 4-edge-
connected and, thus, by Theorem 1, contains a spanning 2T-graph, which is clearly
necessary for having property (*). For n < 8, there exist simple graphs G on n vertices
δ(G) ≥ bn/2c which are simply too sparse to admit a spanning 2T-graph. However, if
they do, then n ≥ 4 and we show that they have property (*), with one exception.
Lemma 27. Suppose that n ≤ 7 and G is a simple graph on n vertices with δ(G) ≥
bn/2c. If G has a spanning 2T-graph then it has property (*) unless G is the graph on
seven vertices obtained by identifying two disjoint copies of K4 at a single vertex.
Proof. Let C be a generic circuit of G; as C has property (*) by Theorem 5, it
extends to a maximal subgraph H of G having property (*). Clearly, n ≥ |V (H)| ≥
|V (C)| ≥ 4. If H spans G then we are done, otherwise X := V (G)\V (H) is not empty.
By Proposition 26 and the maximality of H, (**) every vertex from X has at most one
neighbor in V (H). Since G contains a spanning 2T-graph, δ(G) ≥ 2 so |X| ≥ 2, and if
|X| = 2 then n ≥ 6 and δ(G) ≥ 3, implying that every vertex in X has two neighbors
in V (H), contradiction. So |X| = 3, n = 7, H = C ∼= K4, and (**) implies that G[X]
is a triangle.
Since δ(G) ≥ 3 the maximality of H implies that every vertex in X has exactly
one neighbor in V (H). Depending on the size of the neighborhood of X in G (1, 2, or
3), we get one of the three graphs in Figure 7. The leftmost is the exceptional graph,
so let us concentrate on the other two. We will prove that they have property (*),
contradicting the maximality of H.
Figure 7: The three remaining graphs to investigate. The leftmost is the exceptional
graph, the others have property (*).
Figure 8: How to extend any (s, t)-triple (≤ , I, O) of K4 to the six remaining edges, de-
pending on whether the vertex of degree 5 is smaller (left/right) or larger (middle/right)
than the vertex of degree 4 according to ≤.
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Figure 9: Three (s, t)-triples of K4, s and O in black, t and I in red. The two on the
left show that we can avoid a specific pair of arcs at some non-root x such that one is
the unique in-edge from O at x and the other is the unique out-edge from I at x. All
three (s, t) triples show that we can freely choose the unique in-edge from O at t (This
also follows from Theorem 5).
Consider s 6= t from V (G). If s, t are both in V (H) we take an (s, t)-triple for H,
and extend it to an (s, t)-triple for G according to Figure 8, depending on the order
of the two or three neighbors of X in V (H). If s, t are both in X and u is the vertex
in X \ {s, t} then we take one of the two leftmost (s, t)-triples depicted in Figure 9
for the quotient Q = K4 of G with respect to the partition {{s}, {t}, {u}, V (H)} as to
achieve that the unique edge in O entering H and the unique edge from I exiting H
have distinct endpoints a, b ∈ H in G (they will automatically be distinct if G is the
right graph in Figure 7). We then insert, as usual, an (a, b)-triple of X as to obtain an
(s, t)-triple for G. Finally, if, without loss of generality, s ∈ X and t ∈ V (H), then we
take one of the three (s, V (H))-triples for Q as to achieve that the unique edge in O
entering H has an endpoint a ∈ H distinct from t. We then extend by an (a, t)-triple
for V (H) as to obtain an s, t-triple for G. 
By increasing the degree bound by 1, we can actually achieve the preconditions of
Lemma 27.
Lemma 28. Suppose that n ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7} and G is a simple graph on n vertices with
δ(G) ≥ bn/2c+ 1. Then G has property (*).
Proof. For n = 4 it follows that G ∼= K4. For n = 5 the graph G is the complement
of one of the three graphs on five vertices of maximum degree 1 and, thus, has a
spanning 4-wheel, which certifies (as a generic circuit) that G has property (*). For
n ∈ {6, 7} we get δ(G) ≥ 4, again look at a set X ⊆ V (G) with 1 ≤ |X| ≤ 3, and
observe that there are at least four edges connecting a vertex from X to a vertex from
V (G) \X; so G is 4-edge-connected and, thus, has two edge-disjoint spanning trees. G
cannot be the exceptional graph of Lemma 27, as the latter has minimum degree 3, so
Lemma 27 implies that G has property (*). 
Consider again a simple graph G on n ≥ 4 vertices with δ(G) ≥ bn/2c and suppose
it has a cutvertex x. For each component C of G − x, |V (C)| ≥ bn/2c holds with
equality if and only if G[V (C)∪{x}] ∼= Kbn/2c+1, As G−x has at least two components
C,D we see that n ≥ |V (C)|+ |V (D)|+ |{x}| ≥ 2bn/2c+1, which implies that n is odd
and G is obtained from identifying two copies of Kdn/2e at a single vertex. Any simple
graph on n vertices with δ(G) ≥ bn/2c nonisomorphic to this exception is 2-connected.
Theorem 29. Suppose that n ≥ 8 and G is a simple graph on n vertices with δ(G) ≥
bn/2c. Then G has property (*) unless n is odd and G is obtained from identifying two
copies of Kdn/2e at a single vertex.
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Proof. Induction on n. We start as in the proof of Lemma 27. We may assume that
the given graph G on n vertices with δ(G) ≥ bn/2c is not the exceptional graph and,
hence it is 2-connected. Let d := bn/2c ≥ 4. Since G is d-edge-connected, it contains
a spanning 2T-graph and, hence, a (not necessarily spanning) generic circuit C. As
C has property (*) by Theorem 5, C extends to a maximal subgraph H of G having
property (*), and |V (H)| ≥ |V (C)| ≥ 4. If H spans G then we are done, otherwise
X := V (G) \ V (H) is not empty. Set G′ := G[X]. Then n′ := |V (G′) ≤ n − 4. By
maximality of H, (**) every vertex from X has at most one neighbor in V (H), so that
δ(G′) ≥ d− 1 = bn/2c − 1 ≥ b(n′ + 4)/2c − 1 = bn′/2c + 1. From the first inequality
in that chain we get n′ ≥ d ≥ 4. If n′ ≤ 7 then G′ has property (*) by Lemma 27.
Otherwise, induction applies and shows that G′ has property (*) (observe that the
exceptional graph for n′ has minimum degree bn′/2c, so G′ is not exceptional). Since
G is 2-connected, there are two disjoint edges ac, bd with a, b ∈ V (G′) and c, d ∈ V (H),
implying that the spanning subgraph of G obtained from the union of G′ and H by
adding the edges ac, bd has property (*), too, contradicting the maximality of H. 
As every complete graph on at least k ≥ 4 vertices contains a spanning wheel Wk
and wheels are generic circuits, we get the following.
Corollary 30. Every graph G on n ≥ 8 vertices and minimum degree δ(G) ≥ bn/2c
has a good (s, t)-triple for least (bn/2c)2 distinct pair of vertices s, t.
6 Remarks and open problems
Problem 31. Does every quartic have an (s, t)-triple for some pair s, t of transits?
Figure 10: The hypergraph H and how to replace its 3-edges.
Although we do not know a single quartic which does not admit an (s, t)-triple
for some of its transits, we can construct one such that there are pairs of transits for
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which there is no (s, t)-triple. It not normal showing that the normality assumption in
Theorem 16 cannot be omitted.
In fact, its four transits can be partitioned into two sets of size 2 such that there is
an (s, t)-triple only if s, t come from distinct sets. We start with the hypergraph H on
the left hand side in Figure 6. There are two types of 3-hyperedges, and we substitute
each e ∈ E(H) with a graph Se with V (e) ⊆ V (Se) according to the rules depicted on
the right hand side of Figure 6. Since all substitutes as well as the quotient graph Q
of H with respect to its partition into 3-edges are 2T-graphs (in fact, Q is a generic
circuit), we get a 2T-graph G this way. One readily checks that G is a 3-connected
quartic with 46 vertices whose four transits belong to the four substitutes for those
three 3-hyperedges incident with only three edges.
Now suppose that there is an (s, t)-triple T = (≤, I, O) in G. For any induced 2T-
subgraph S of G, and in particular, for the ten substitutes, the restriction (≤|V (S)×V (S)
, I[V (S)], O[V (S)]) of T to S is an (a, b)-triple, where a and b are the minimum and
maximum elements of S, respectively. We call these the local out-root and local
in-root of S, respectively. If a 6= s then there exists an edge in O from some vertex v
in V (G) \ S to a ∈ S, and this is the unique edge in O from V (G) \ S to S. Likewise,
if b 6= t, then there exists a unique edge in I from b to some vertex w in V (G) \ S. We
say that v supports a, and w supports b.
Now we construct an auxilary orientation D of Q as follows: Whenever e, f ∈ V (Q)
are such that a local root a of Se is supported by some v in V (Sf ), we orient the edge
formed by a, v in Q from a to v. If v happens to be a local root of Sf then, clearly, a
cannot support v (in particular, no edge is forced to be “oriented in both directions”),
so that either v is one of the global roots s, t or is supported by some vertex w 6= v. It
follows that if there is an edge in D from a to v 6∈ {s, t} such that v is incident with
only one 2-edge in H then v cannot be a local root of Sf . Hence if Sf does not contain
s or t, then the two vertices distinct from e \ {v} are local roots of Sf .
Let us denote the four 3-hyperedges in the first row in the drawing of H by e, f, g, h
(from left to right), and let j denote the 3-hyperedge immediately below them. Let U
be the union of the vertex sets of the five corresponding substitutes Se, Sf , Sg, Sh, Sj
and assume, to the contrary, that s, t 6∈ U . This implies that each vertex of U will have
out-degree 2 in D.
Figure 11: Part of the auxilary digraph D. The 4-cycle fghe forces the arcs fj, gj, so
that j can have only one local root.
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Thus at least one of fe and fg is an arc of D, and by the arguments of the previous
paragraph we now infer that either fehg or fghe is a (continuously directed) 4-cycle in
D and that D contains the arcs fj, gj. But then j has only one local root, contradiction.
Thus U contains one of s, t, and, by symmetry, so does V (G) \ U .
Let P,Q denote the set of the two transits of G in U , V (G) \ U , respectively. It
follows that G is a 3-connected quartic with the property that whenever there exists
an (s, t)-triple for two transits s, t then one of s, t them is in P and the other one in
Q. Figure 12 shows that all the 4 pairs of (s, t)-triples where s ∈ P, t ∈ Q are realizable.
Figure 12: Two (s, t)-triples of the quotient quotient R where s ∈ P (in black) and
t ∈ Q (in red). They can be extended to the edges of the substitutes, as these allow
good triples between all pairs of vertices.
If the answer to this Problem 31 is negative, then we can even prove the following.
Theorem 32. Suppose that there exists a quartic Q with no (s, t)-triple where s, t are
distinct transits. Then the following holds:
(i) There exists a quartic G with no (s, t)-triple for any choice of s, t ∈ V (G).
(ii) There exists a 4-regular graph G which has no (s, t)-triple for any choice of s, t ∈
V (G). If Q is 3-connected, then so is G and this would imply that the connectivity
bound in Theorem 24 is best possible.
Proof: Suppose Q is a quartic with no (s, t)-triple where s, t are distinct transits
and let a, b, c, d be its transits.
To prove (i) let G be the graph that one obtains from three disjoint copies Q1, Q2, Q3
of Q and four extra vertices va, vb, vc, vd by adding arcs from vx to the transit named
x in each of Q1, Q2, Q3, where x ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Clearly G is a quartic and its quotient
graph is the generic circuit K3,4. Suppose that G has an (s, t)-triple (≤ , I, O) for some
choice of its vertices. Then at least one of the copies of Q, say w.l.o.g, Q1, does not
contain any of the vertices s, t. As Q1 is a 2T-graph the restriction of (≤ , I, O) to
V (Q1) is an (s
′, t′)-triple (≤ ′, I ′, O′) of Q1 where s′, t′ are transits, contradicting that
Q1 is assumed to have no such pair.
To prove (ii) we construct the graph W from five copies Q0, . . . , Q4 of Q (where
we name the transits of Qi by ai, bi, ci, di for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) by adding the edges
aici+1, bidi+1 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where the indices are taken modulo 5. It is easy to
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check that W is 4-regular and furthermore, if Q is 3-connected, then so is W . Every
(x, y)-triple of W is a spanning 2T-graph of W so it is obtained by deleting the edges
of a matching of size two from W . This will leave at least one copy of Q untouched, so
as above, assuming that W has an (x, y)-triple for some pair of vertices x, y we obtain
a contradiction to the assumption that Q has no (s, t)-triple where s, t are transits.
In [2] it was shown that a graph G may have arbitrary high edge-connectivity and
still have no good orientation when G may have cut vertices.
Problem 33. Does there exist a natural number L so that every 2-connected graph
which is also L-edge-connected has an (s, t)-triple for some pair s, t of distinct vertices?
Problem 34. Does there exists a natural number K so that every k-connected graph
have an (s, t)-triple for some pair s, t of distinct vertices?
Inspired by Theorems 16 and 22 the following problem may be doable.
Problem 35. Is there a polynomial algorithm for deciding, for a given quartic G and
given distinct transits s, t of G, whether G has an (s, t)-triple?
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